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Abstract
This research aims to identify the impact of supply chain management to company
performance and advantage of roll-forming light steel manufacture company in East
Java. The data collection was done by submitting list of questions. The data was
analyzed using path analysis. This research elaborates supply chain management
variable (X1), company performance variable (Y1), and competitive advantage (Y2).
Results of the path analysis show that there are 3 positive and significant hypotheses.
The first hypothesis is that supply chain management brings significant impact to
company performance. The second hypothesis is that supply chain management
brings significant impact to competitive advantage, and the third hypothesis is that
competitive advantage brings significant impact company performance. VAF (Variance
Accounted For) score for intermediary variable tends to be partial mediation.
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1. Introduction

When global warming and go green socialization is trending, the country starts to ban
the use of wood material without evident profit. Societies, who previously use wood
material for roof truss, now start switching to steel material. The shift use of steel material
has brought impact to the development of construction science and technology. The
use of easel frame and roof, from wood to light steel, increases the number of steel
industry significantly. The increasing steel consumption is seen as a big chance for
steel industry person to develop their business, in line with the growth target of steel
consumption in Indonesia. In order to make steel company work along with growth steel
consumption in Indonesia, business doer must be able to pay attention to resource
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